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AR TIST SPOTLIGH T

A WORLD
THR OUGH COLORS
by J e ssi ca Arevalo
The Miami international University of Art & Design is home
to students from all over the world. The student body hails
from over 24 countries speaking numerous languages,
which provides us the opportunity to engage and interact
interesting and compelling life stories. This exposure to
diversity opens our minds to diverse perspectives and
allows us to relate to our classmates on a higher level. Are
you taking advantage of the diversity that surrounds you?
In this issue, we feature Veronica Ferraro, an incredibly
talented plastic artist who comes from Rosario, Argentina,
who took on the challenge of starting a new career that
would take her outside her comfort zone as an artist. It
wasn’t about canvases and oil paint anymore, but about
computers and software programs that will allow her to
showcase her art through graphic design that is
representative of the digital era we now live in.

What are you trying to achieve as a graphic designer?
Having knowledge in graphic design will be a great help
to promote my career as an artist. It will also allow me to
work in a company contributing my ideas and learning
from others, on a path of continuous improvement.
How do you take on the challenge of learning new
programs that you are not used to, like Photoshop or
Illustrator?
enthusiasm and desire to improve every day. There is no
progress without hard work .The satisfaction of
knowing you’ve reached a goal, makes all the time and
MIU gives its students the opportunity to be exposed to

In a world where our society is numb to what surrounds

students. What is the one thing that you have learned or

express her vision of a better world through the beauty

from yours?

to bring joy and color to a society many times portrayed in
shades of gray.
in Graphic Design degree. She shares her thoughts with us.
Tell us about your world as a plastic artist.
I am an artist, I cannot imagine viewing the world through
any other lens. The life of a painter is not monotonous, but
it is not easy and does not belong to the traditional
canons. An artist tries to transmit their perception of the
not always a synchronized relationship between art and
society. So, often, we opt for a rebellious attitude towards
it and, sometimes, more conciliatory. All major social
changes were always accompanied by the hand of art.

cultures. I realized that, even though many of my classmates are Spanish speakers, many expressions used have
Diversity opens the mind and helps us have a better
understanding of the world.
Veronica’s work represents her passion as an artist and her
expertise perfectly blended with her own personal touch.
Her paintings have been exhibited in Argentina, Puerto
Rico and the U.S, giving her professional experience that
adds to her style, resulting in colorful art pieces that
evoke pure emotions and her vision of the world.
Veronica is just one example of the many stories that can
be found in our University. Do you know of someone that
you would like to know more about? Let us know and he
or she could be featured in our next issue.
The information and opinions expressed and/or any artwork
displayed herein represent the independent opinions and ideas
of individual students attending Miami International University
of Art & Design do not represent the opinions or ideas of Miami
International University of Art & Design.
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M IU FAC ULT Y

AN INSIDE VIE W TO THE
IN CREDIBLE ADNAN R AZAC K
by J ohn G ordi ll o
On our educational journey toward graduation, we meet and
encounter many amazing professionals and instructors whom
we learn from and admire. Adnan Razack is one such person;
he is our instructor, mentor and guide. He provides us with
a unique perspective of the industry and prepares us for the
career we all envision. We had the opportunity to chat with
Razack, who true to form, provides us with an honest and
candid response to our questions.
What are your greatest professional strengths?
As I look back on my career (and by no means is it done yet)
I would say it’s a toss-up between how I interact with people
(as I’ve been told) and my ability for concept development and
idea creation.
What do you consider to be your weaknesses?
What is your greatest professional achievement?
Too many to count. Working in Paris, working at major fashion
magazines in NYC, and having my own agency now... I enjoy
what I do and am very happy doing it.
If you could start your career over, what would you do
NOTHING. Absolutely nothing.
What do you like to do outside of work?
Ok, perhaps what I enjoy the most is very small gatherings with
dear friends, too laugh a lot and spend quality time with my
dog.
It’s obvious that you love animals, if you were an animal, which
animal would you be?
That’s a toss-up between a fox, a chimp, or a rabbit.
This is a very deep question.
As a child growing up in England, I was mesmerized by fantasy
merged with the strong desire to be around very stylish and
brilliant people with dominant personalities who were often
controversial.

true heartache, I vowed to never love that way again (I think
there is a song with that title. LOL!) Ironically we are still friends
today...27 years later. By the way, I did not stay with that vow...
the heart is foolish and wickedly blinds any sense of logic.

The loss of many friends during my life in NYC, London and
Paris during the AIDS epidemic. I recall during one week alone,
while working at a fashion designers studio in NYC, going to 8
funerals...I lost more than 40 friends, men and women, from all
There were also many people I met throughout my career that
profoundly opened my eyes to a world of experiences that
blew my mind. Being at Studio 54 at 16 years old, caring for my
mother with Alzheimer/dementia, realizing that I truly enjoy
teaching. Not to mention, waking up one day and laughing at
the fact that I am in my 50’s, yet still feel young and often feel
as if living on borrowed time. LOL!
enough for now.
life?
by my parents to care for my sister and me. It is because of her
that I am in the arts even though I was set to go to law school
(British law).
Willie Smith, a fashion designer, Perry Ellis, the original Perry,
Grace Goddingtion creative director of Vogue U.S.A; Robin Gibb
singer and song writer; Antonio Lopez a fashion illustrator of
profound status; Gerardo Acosta an Interior designer and dear
America; Charlene Parsons; Gia Garangi, model; Meeting and
chatting a few times with Keith Haring, Grace Jones and Iman...
and so many more. Even today I have moments of insanely
great vibes as I converse with generations younger than me.
Are you currently working in any interesting projects?
Yes a couple of things...one with two students and four
agencies spearheading the project...but will talk about that
another time. And a few more things...I am a bit of a
workaholic. A few groovy things! LOL!
students?
As a new and great generation you have the power to change
the world... Give the right women a chance to lead and watch
the planet improve.
The information and opinions expressed herein represent the
do not represent the opinions or ideas of Miami International
University of Art & Design.
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R AN DOM

M USEUMS YOU NEED TO
VISIT IN MIAM I!
by Ar i a n n e S anch ez
Pérez Art Museum Miami (PAMM)
Formerly the Miami Art Museum (MAM), the Pérez Art
Museum Miami is a modern and contemporary art
museum dedicated to collecting and exhibiting
international art of the 20th and 21st centuries.

Jungle Island
More than 1,100 tropical birds of species from around the

HistoryMiami
preserving and celebrating Miami’s history through
exhibitions, education, research and collections.
HistoryMiami is located in the Miami-Dade Cultural
Center, across from the Government Center Station.

Vizcaya Museum and Gardens
Both a National Historic Landmark and a county-run
museum, Vizcaya is housed on 10-acres of spectacular
gardens. Many renowned visitors to Miami-Dade County
have been hosted here, including kings, queens and
popes.

Frost Art Museum
The Frost Art Museum is located on the Florida
International University campus. Its collection highlights
include paintings, sculptures, photographs and prints
from America and around the world.

Wings Over Miami Museum
Wings Over Miami Air Museum serves as a tribute to
those veterans and aviators who pioneered civilian and
military aviation. The museum is for the education and
enjoyment of all the community.
With this goal in mind, the museum both displays and

Museum of Contemporary Art (MOCA)
The Museum of Contemporary Art (MOCA) is dedicated
to making contemporary art accessible to diverse
audiences – especially underserved populations –
through the collection, preservation and exhibition of
Lowe Art Museum
Part of the University of Miami, Lowe Art Museum is
the oldest art museum in south Florida. Its collection
includes 17,500 objects, and is famous for Renaissance,
Baroque, American, Native America, and Asian art.
Bass Museum of Art
Located in the heart of Miami Beach, the Bass Museum
exhibitions. Educational programs, artist projects,
lectures, concerts and free family days complement the
works on view.
Jewish Museum of Florida
This museum tells the story of the Jewish experience in
artifacts of all sizes, from old photos to restored
synagogues, this museum is a great place to learn for
anyone interested in the history of Jews in Florida.

shows and events throughout the year. Jungle Island is
open everyday.

The Wolfsonian
The Wolfsonian–Florida International University is a
museum, library, and research center that uses objects
to illustrate the persuasive power of art and design, to
explore what it means to be modern and to tell the story
of social, historical and technological changes that have
transformed our world. Located in the heart of the Art
Deco District, the museum showcases American and
1885 and 1945. From propaganda posters to World’s
thoughtprovoking journey through the modern age.
World Erotic Art Museum
heart of the South Beach Art Deco District. WEAM’s
12,000-square-foot display boasts the world’s largest
public view collection of erotic art, with thousands of
fascinating, one-of-a-kind historical and contemporary
pieces. The collection covers all centuries, cultures, art
mediums and lifestyles
The information and opinions expressed and/or any artwork
displayed herein represent the independent opinions and ideas
of individual students attending Miami International University
of Art & Design do not represent the opinions or ideas of Miami
International University of Art & Design.
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ST UDEN T AFFAIR S

HOU S I N G

E M PLOYM E N T

residencies at the Edgewater Lofts: 2200 NE 4th Avenue Miami, FL 33137. Located seven walking blocks

If you do not know by now, MIU has a Career Center!
Point of contact: Pamela Angarita, Student Employ
ment Advisor.

people and has 2B/2BA. The second style is for three

next job, getting your foot in the door of your career is

comfortably. Each unit has a full service kitchen. All
apartments are internet and cable ready. The divided amount for cable and internet usually equates to
$25.00.

Examples of Employers that Career Services works
with are: GUESS, J.Crew, PTT of Florida, and Sun
glass Hut.

Apartment costs:
•$250 housing deposit in order for your space to be
reserved
•$2550 per quarter and housing agreements (i.e. leases are signed for a year from start date)
•$1667 penalty housing agreement break if you
decide to move before the end date of your housing
agreement
For some visuals, go here:
Point of contact:
Yojana Rodriguez, Assistant Director of
Residence Life & Housing
yrodriguez@aii.edu or (305) 428-5669

At the beginning of each Quarter session, MIU hosts
a couple resume Workshops and a Job Fair.
In the meantime, the lovely Pamela
interviews and interview preparedness. She can be
reached at either of the following:

Direct: 305-428-5741
Email: pangarita@aii.edu

To apply for housing with MIU, go here:

http://www.applyweb.com/public/register?s=ifah

Miami International University of Art & Design is one of
The Art Institutes, a system of over 50 schools throughout
North America. Programs, credential levels, technology,
and scheduling options are subject to change. Several
institutions included in The Art Institutes system are cam
puses of South University or Argosy University.
Miami International University of Art & Design
1501 Biscayne Blvd, Miami, Fl 33132 The Art Institutes.
Our email address is csprogramadmin@edmc.edu.
See aiprograms.info for program duration, tuition, fees,
and other costs, median debt, federal salary data, alumni
success, and other important info.
Twitter: @AiMiami
Facebook: Miami International University of Art & Design
http://www.facebook.com/miamiinternationaluniversity
Instagram: Miamiintluniversity
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MIU creates is an extention of the student’s
creativity. We believe that MIU Creates
captures what we, as students, see as a way
of life. In being art students, we are all in
one way or another creators and visionaries.
We strive to create and design aesthetically
appealing pieces of art.
miucreates

@miucreates

Ana Paz
Writer

BA Advertising
ana1991@stui.aii.edu

Arianne Sanchez
Writer

BA Advertising
ariannesanchez@stu.aii.edu

Eliana Ciottolo
Media

BA Advertising-2014
MA Design & Media Management
elianaciottoloborinh@stu.aii.edu

Yidiel Suarez

Graphic Designer
BFA Graphic Design
yid94@stu.aii.edu

Fabiana Amundaray
Graphic Designer

BA Advertising
famundaray@stu.aii.edu

Rodolfo Holzmann
Graphic Designer

BFA Graphic Design
rod0508@stu.aii.edu

Jessica Arevalo
Advanced Pain Management. http://www.apmhealth.com/blog/bid/386921/Top-10-Summer-Health-Tips.

Graphic Designer
BFA Graphic Design
jessica.arevalo@stu.aii.edu

Ericka Garcia

Graphic Designer
Editor-in-Chief
BFA Graphic Design
eka.garcia96@stu.aii.edu
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CON TE ST

IT’S TIME TO MAKE
USE OF THOSE
CRAZY PHOTOS
YOUR MOM TOOK!

SUBMIT THEM &
BLAME HER LATER!
miucreates@gmail.com

